"datango performance suite" (dps) and smart bots for employee support and digital training

datango at the DSAG Congress 2017: digital learning, working and living

Kaarst, September 7th, 2017 – Digital transformation requires us to create new ways of training and employee qualification. From 26th to 28th September, PARIS AG (www.paris-ag.com) will be showing new methods of employee education, process analytics, and transformation support at this year’s DSAG Congress in Bremen. Visitors are welcome to inform themselves at PARIS' booth D17 as well as listen to an exclusive lecture about digital platforms: "My Bot and I - Digital Learning, Working and Living". In addition, PARIS will be presenting solutions for the digitization of business and learning processes on 26th September at the "Digital Learning" web conference.

The DSAG 2017 annual convention, which is taking place for the 20th time this year, presents a broad range of industry solutions, innovative technologies, business services and more. The focus of the event will be digital transformation and platforms, as well as the increasing challenges of business and IT. Together with its solutions and the division datango, PARIS AG combines innovative and cognitive technologies in the areas of enterprise education and process documentation, process-integrated real-time support as well as automation. The solutions support individual ways of learning, working and living in the digital age.

Digital training, process support and acceleration
PARIS's solutions for knowledge transfer and immediate user support can be used to document and simulate corporate processes, create training content, and navigate employees with online live support through their workflows. The user's adoption of new applications, technologies, business processes etc. is efficiently promoted. The "datango performance suite (dps)" is an effective authoring tool for embedded learning and digital education - thanks to its user-friendliness, a high level of learner, user and authoring experience, and the so-called Playback Anywhere functionality.
In addition, PARIS AG has developed a Bot-suite, which is used for integrated process support and acceleration. Bots are playing an increasingly important role in the field of machine learning and cognitive computing. They will be indispensable in the long term for employee training and general task guidance. The Bot-Suite includes smart assistants, which, for example, provide process support, proactive advisory and mediation of action recommendations, as well as the reactive response to user questions. The Bot-suite will be gradually expanded. With the use of such bots, approximately 90 percent time savings are possible, for example, in repetitive and time-consuming office activities.

Markus Rosskothen, Chief Executive Officer of PARIS AG, explains: “‘My Bot and I’ is no longer a vision. The growing number of robots in the shared services or BPO sector and even in private households speaks for itself. Since the founding of PARIS AG, we have been working intensively on setting up a cognitive platform for targeted employee support through automation.” Sebastian Grodzietzki, PARIS AG’s Chief Growth Officer, adds: “Fast innovation cycles are part of our DNA. And thanks to our continuous integration and delivery, we can react quickly and flexibly to market developments, and new customer requirements.”

More about the developments and visions:

- **Speech "My Bot and I - Digital Learning, Working and Living"**
  27th September, 17:45 - 18:30, VP019, DSAG
  Speakers: Sebastian Grodzietzki and Yalim Boran (PARIS AG)

- **Web Conference "Digital Learning**
  26th September, 10:00-10:45, online event
  Speakers: Sebastian Grodzietzki and Yalim Boran (PARIS AG)

Further information on solutions from PARIS, its division datango, and the PARIS Innovation Lab are also available to visitors at the DSAG annual congress at booth D17 or at [www.paris-ag.com](http://www.paris-ag.com) and [www.datango.de](http://www.datango.de).
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**PARIS AG presents solutions for digital learning, working and living at the DSAG Annual Congress 2017 in Bremen**

**datango at a glance:**
datango is a division of PARIS AG - Process Automation Robotics Intelligence Systems - and provides leading technologies for process navigation, automation, documentation and elearning. Among other things, datango solutions support organizations through targeted qualification of employees during rapid rollouts, and smooth operation of enterprise applications. The software solutions provide a navigation aid in the live system, and facilitate the automatic generation and translation of process documentation, training manuals, software simulations, and real-world e-learning environments. Functionalities as featured in the “datango performance suite” are an integral component of business applications in many companies all around the world. As a result, datango helps reduce input errors, and support costs and thus increases user acceptance of business applications in companies across various industries and sizes.
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